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ABSTRACT 

PARALLAX REAL 

Samantha Fedorova/StrangeLens, MFA 

George Mason University, 2021 

Thesis Director:  Maria Karametou 

 

This thesis describes parallels between the realm of internet, specifically virtual reality 

and the subconscious domain of dreams. The observation of how slowly and steadily 

humans become digitalized and migrated into the cyber world. As demonstrated by the 

artist’s cyber extension “Goatface,” who serves as a host to this unfamiliar territory and 

guides the reader through some uncanny truths and revelations. Parallax Real is a shift in 

reality, a dramatic one, which all of us experienced in the last two years. A melancholic 

speculation of things to come, a grim fairy tale as told by Goatface. 
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INTRO 
 

     

 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

0000000000000000000  A bunch of text that says something profound will 

soon appear in this document. 

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000 

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

$(“button").click(function(){0000000000000000000000000000000000      

$(“p”).text( "I had a nightmare”) 

;000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

});.text 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000 

 I woke from a dream that wasn’t a dream, I’m in that 

realm. The 2020 went viral, exiled us into the web. The 

line between real and not so real has been erased. 

According to scientific research, more and more humans have 

reported vivid dreams during the pandemic. Ah, the blessed 

REM sleep finally caught up with them. Seek doctor’s help? 
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My dedicated retaliation to those who dismissed my own 

vivid dreams, which so often left me confused and isolated. 

And now with constant array of virtual meetings you can’t 

help but think this isn’t real. Welcome to my 

domain.)00000000000000000000000000000000000 

<h2>JavaScript Statements</h2>0000000000000000000000000000000000 

<p id="demo">You cannot break a code line with a \ 

backslash.</p>000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000 

<script>00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = \0000000000000000000 

"Hello Dolly.";0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

</script>0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

</body>000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

</html>000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000    

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
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DREAMS 
 
                     
 
There is a dream  

that dreams itself  

before the dream begins— 

a dream dreamt 

 in the dreamless dream  

of a dream that no longer dreams  

the dream dreamt in a dream 

   Elliot R. Wolfson 

 

 They weren’t the kind of dreams that one doesn’t 

remember, or ones that one barely remembers or even once-

in-a-while faint ones. They were the kind from which one 

couldn’t recover all day until sundown. It didn’t matter if 

they were good or bad. They didn’t feel like dreams, they 

felt like a trip to another place, only without the 

traveling. It was parallel reality, the uncontrollable one. 

The confusion and disorientation that followed was 

inexplicable and something that hovered over my troubled 

mind as I tried to adjust back into normal. The normal 

however never went back to normal, once I was aware of 

those other places. And it wore me out too.  
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How do you explain being tired from sleeping? 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000<and the dreams of aristocrats selling 

pineapples to us, the lost and found ones and lost again. Merely a 

karmic fool>0000000000000000000000000000   

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000<Goatface> 

 

It made me question reality (1), both the waking and 

the dreaming, and I saw it as a kind of virtual reality out 

of control. I didn’t pick who I wanted to be in the dream 

game, I just acted, but mostly observed others and it’s a 

strange thing to recount and rationalize. There were a few 

glitches when I realized I was dreaming and couldn’t think 

of all the things I wanted to do and because the excitement 

was so great I woke up (2). 
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Hours after waking up I wondered if I still dreamed or 

not.(3) 

 

I always wondered if that’s how tortures of Hell felt 

every time I dreamt an indistinguishable monstrosity tickle 

my ribs. Something so silly in the reality...reality? Silly 

yes, - but the hellish tickles don’t feel good. Soul 

perforated.(4)(5) 

“What does your doctor think about this?”(6)(7) - 

asked an older gentleman, a photographer in a gallery 

downtown. Clearly, he didn’t understand my attempt to 

explain where the majority of my inspiration came from when 

I tried to tell him about the dreams. The “where my 

inspiration comes from” part is uneasy enough. I politely 

mumbled something while trying to refrain from sending him 

to the address of the infamous three letter word they so 

often use in the old country. After all, I was applying to 

the gallery collective where this gentleman was one of the 

curators. While I’m very proud of my ability to control my 

temper, I didn’t get into the gallery and lost out on the 

perfect opportunity to send this self-satisfied, yet 

confused, man to the unknown forest of auditory ancient 

pain from which my own ears wither so often.(8) But for 
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what? The guy’s photography was oversaturated curse word 

carnival conjecture in itself...how could I be mad. More 

sad that I couldn’t relate or share. So, for a while I kept 

quiet. The whole thing was a dream. He wasn’t real. None of 

it was.(9)  

 The long days of trying to adjust myself to what 

reality is deemed to be. The dreaded afternoon feeling when 

everything feels like Shintaro Kago’s rollercoaster 

paintings.  

The casual conversations and composure. The dreaded 

afternoon feeling. Can’t eat. Get food, close door, knock 

on the door. “lunch together?” (10)  

 There was a period of time when I made a lot of PAC-

MAN inspired paintings. An article I read a while ago 

sparked my interest in the way the PAC-MAN acts like the 

rave kids in the clubs, chasing the dragons in the strobe-

light dark. Never able to feel the void. Perpetually hungry 

pie chart, chasing the other 20 percent through dark 

hallways, chased by others and never being satisfied, 

something about human turned Pac-Man. Instant 

gratification, nullification, gratification, nullification, 

it’s never going to be enough. That 20% will always be 
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missing. All, unaware, they’re eating the “holographic 

meatloaf.” (11) 

 

Fig. 1  

 

 

 

 The dreaded bubble gum dream. Pink, pink bubble gum, 

stuck in my throat and in my physical world I feel like I 

can’t breathe but I just keep pulling it out and pulling it 

out more and more and more and it never seems to end. 

Another Boschian torture of Hell. Perhaps it would be 
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deemed appropriate to explain another reason for the 

favorite question “why pink”?  

 Mid-July daydream, a whole scenario of someone I knew 

but didn’t know. Her daughter died from an overdose. I went 

through her house, I saw the pills, but dared not take them 

with me, I thought it would be disrespectful <but what a waste 

if they were thrown out>. I woke up feeling disoriented.  I 

almost remembered the smell of that house. I thought I was 

there for days (12). I walked around trying to return to 

the real unreal realm but failed to do so as the exhaustion 

came over me once more and I succumbed to another daydream 

to the same exact place and same house with the same 

people, the day continued on and on further more. I walked 

through her house some more, saw an unmade bed on which a 

cat was sleeping peacefully. The rest of the waking day I 

was out of my physical self. The dreadful late afternoon 

hours until the sun came down and soothed me into something 

much more tolerable and only the memory of my journey left. 

  There is no stronger parallel than between dreams and 

virtual reality (13). I thought it would be harder to 

explain. But when you stop questioning the reality of what 

you see on the screen, you stop questioning the what you 
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see in your dreams. You are now bodiless in both worlds, 

observing all around what is not really there.  

Where is the daily true/false check app(14)? 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

(!! ‘ ’; // empty string value is false 
<< false 
 
!!“hello”; 
<< true 
 
!!3; 
<< true 
 
!!NaN; 
<<False 

 
!!“false”; 
<< true 
 

!!‘0’;  // Remember that a number 0 (zero) is false.        

<< true 

) 1 

<The little paintings you see are not really paintings, they are 

fragments and chunks of the fabric of the realm within me and outside 

me, the visible invisible you don’t see because you’re always sticking 

your face into the computer monitor, no, more in the smartphone, 

therefore unknowingly jumping deeper and deeper into the paradox of 

the real and unreal. You are perpetually in the state of catatonic 
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hypnotic scrolling posting liking-unliking subscribing unsubscribing 

backing and unblocking is the very act of dreaming while being awake. 

You know why they always say take breaks from the screen, it doesn’t 

allow you to blink. So, you’re sleeping with your eyes open> 

     000 

<You won’t see my real face my real space just like I won’t see your 

real face, nor your real space because you have a background filter 

turned on but I can see fragmentation of ugly cabinets and the ugly 

truth of what’s been going on domestically//// those behind me are 

seen but we’re all too busy looking at how good we look on the screen> 

(15) 
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Fig.2  
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Fig. 3 
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Fig.4 
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Fig. 5 
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00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

Coming home from New York, somewhere around 

Pennsylvania, around 90mph, I start to get tunnel vision 

and an increased sense of oh-my-god-this-isn’t-real 

hyperreal, I can feel every little vibration and movement 

of everything around and within. It’s like a moving 

rollercoaster within moving rollercoaster, moving 

backwards. I pulled over at an unknown but overly-saturated 

-with-people mall. I ran into the department store. Clothes 

and mannequins. I’m looking to find a bathroom. I find it 

somewhere in the starting line. The interior hit me in the 

face with bright pink tiles and floors and endless mirror 

halls, I thought I was in the David Lynch or Yahoo 

<autocorrect> Yayoi Kusama realm. It was not real. Nothing 
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about that bathroom was real, even my terrified pale face, 

all I could think of was the tiles, the madness and no 

escape, derealization and forever pink engraved in my 

memory, that pink had a warmer tone to it, almost a salmon, 

coral type of tone. I somehow got out of that state but 

still could not comprehend this temporary madness which 

stuck forever after (16). I’m sure if I were to return 

there again I would only see a pale depressing department 

store bathroom. I’m sure that it wasn’t the bathroom 

itself, it was my state of mind, temporarily taken over by 

an unknown force…in short, a panic attack but that sounds 

so conventional. I tried to come back there a few times but 

I couldn’t find it. Like it was never there. 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig.7    
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Know, O Comrade, that you’re asleep and waking (your life in this world) is as though a 

sleeper should dream that he has gone to sleep. 

He thinks, “Now I am asleep” (and is) unaware that he is (really) in the second sleep.  

                Rūmū 

 

Night terror a few summers ago. I woke up to a glowing 

figure standing about four feet away from me. His entire 

flesh made of the glowing blockchain technology. He didn’t 

do anything, he just stood there, infant <typo> in front of 

me, staring at me while I couldn’t make out the face. I 

just knew him to be “The Blockchain Man.” His left and 

right leg seemed to be dimmer and more transparent, as if 

disappearing. Only they were not disappearing. He was there 

to let me know “Hey, I’m here, I’ve been here, slowly - and 

once my left arm and right leg appear brighter I’ll 

officially be in your puny little analog world.” Needless 

to say, I woke up screaming my lungs out. Ran downstairs to 

chug something strong.  
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GOATFACE 

 
 
 
 
The Origin 

In the old country (17), there is an expression of “making 

goat faces” which is an equivalent of calling someone a 

“sourpuss.” Someone who is just being rude or unpleasant in 

nature and literally making faces at someone. Why the 

“goat” faces, I’m assuming, has to deal with the folkloric 

aspect of it. I wasn’t rude or unpleasant, I just made 

“goat faces” most of my early adolescent life. I still do.  

My great-grandmother, rest her soul, would always sing the 

“Koza-Dereza” nursery rhyme to me when I was just a little 

goat face. The nursery rhyme went something like: “I’m a 

Koza-Dereza”(18) ”I will impale you with my horns, will 

stomp you with my feet” and while the content was 

terrifying, I always found it so amusing as she then 

proceeded to head-butt me playfully.  
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Goatface is the cyber dream archeologist who doesn’t 

excavate but breaks the 4th wall.(19) It’s clear for those 

observant enough that the world long ago has become an 

internet meme. 

<Whoever thinks surrealism is dead, should eat a bowl of internet 

memes for breakfast>0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

Goatface accumulated the artifacts with all the little 

intricacies of human interaction and digitized them, like 

Lynn Hershman described in her essay “Fantasy Beyond 

control”: becoming a “two-way mirror that reflected 

societal biases absorbed through experiences.” 

                    000 

It’s clear why not everyone got it.  

 

<Maybe it’s just too hard and disturbing for them to see their own 

ugliness, reflected in someone else’s theatrical performance> 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000  

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
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When I did live performances with my fellow graduate 

student AndiLand, it made more sense, because Goatface was 

masked and mute, it had a presence, an ominous authority, a 

stark opposite to the sweet and bubbly playful Rabbit 

(Bunni) who, too was a trickster, just like Goatface, they 

both were, but in different ways. I once said to her: 

“You’re the siren who lures and I’m the one who eats 

them”... metaphorically speaking I think.(20) 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 
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 That is what most likely fascinated and confused. It 

made us feel like we warped reality which was most likely 

true. Until the reality got so warped, we were only a 

digitized happening from the now old world. A dream 

recorded.(21)  

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

 But then there was always the other Goatface, - 

unmasked, unmute, previously unfamiliar with Bunni. The 

Host. With their own kind of demeanor and presence, and 

many other Goatfaces within. More theatrical and comical, 

always with a sarcastic note.  

 Some didn’t get it, maybe refused to get it. They 

wouldn’t look past Sam with a wig. Surely, one can think of 

it that way. In the simplest rational way. Goatface is an 

extension of Sam (aka StrangeLens) the artist, more 

uninhibited and mischievous, but it’s a part of Sam that 

cannot be deemed simply as alter ego. It’s the artist who 

decided to become their own NFT, not for sale. They are a 

cyber space cadet mirroring and gathering information to 
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reflect back.  A guide between the real world, as we don’t 

know it and that of a “cyburbia.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9 
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 From critique a few years back, loosely: “You’re 

looking right at us into the lens, (from the screen) so 

it’s Sam in a wig, not this, this Goat character. You. Need 

to look not into the camera.”  One of the most confusing, 

if not useless, feedbacks I ever got. Had I been a person 

unsure of my own strength and ability, I would’ve taken it 

really hard. Perhaps never to return to this character.  

There’s a valuable lesson in here for 00000000000000000000000  

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

0000000000<My dear good colleagues, Are you afraid of the direct eye 

contact/content with me because you are, perhaps, weary of what I 

might see from within you? I already saw everything :P 

>0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

 There is a plethora of cryptic truths and under layers 

but I - to paraphrase the British experimental filmmaker 

Malcolm Le Grice - I wish nothing but to create an 

experience for the viewer, an experience that will not 

spoon-feed them with information that may become too 

tedious but an experience that will stimulate their senses, 

the way a dream would.  
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Fig.10  

 

 

 

 Viewing the art work is a process that makes the piece 

alive. There’s an invisible interaction between the world 

of what they are observing and their own habitat, a dream 

within a dream which questions reality and irreality (22) a 

dream-like habitat, not necessarily conveying a specific 

message. 
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00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000000000000 

<The message is terrifying> 00000000000000 00000000 00000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000 

 Do I really want to evaluate whether these Goatfaces 

in the “Doom Meeting” are people living in strange social 

order, where everyone wears horned-wigs and everyone has 

Goatface for a middle name? Or, perhaps, legitimately they 

have horns and are dwelling in a contemporary magic realism 

mythological hybrid realm? No. I have exiled myself (23) so 

much through acting and letting these characters be on 

their own, it absolutely doesn’t matter why or how they 

were created by my artist body (24) but I’m detached from 

them as they are roaming in their own cyber real-irreal 

space. 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000<I thought maybe I was related to him in my 

pastlife>00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000  
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00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000000000000<true/false>00000000000000000

0 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

 

 In real life people wear masks (25) to cover what’s 

within and so obvious on the outside. In the liberating 

realm of the internet one wears a mask but is unmasked at 

the same time because nobody will ever know what’s real. 

One can be invisible and present everywhere. This may be a 

reason why according to the Hindi culture the avatar is an 

impersonation of God. It’s much too tempting, not to feel 

like one within their own domain.  
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Fig.11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<Once someone masters the technique of lucid dreaming they can do 

anything they want, they can be anyone they want, just like the screen 

allows us to do so. Is that a coincidence that it’s called an avatar? 

You are tempted to become gods of your own universe, whether you choose 

to be another person or a virtual cyber-entity with powers to do 

anything. Much more exciting than the boring bubble you’re living in, 

isn’t it? So, is this just a desire to escape? Or an age-old human 

hunger for control?> 
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 In real life we are not the same at work as we are at 

home, we are not the same with a friend as we are with a 

parent, doctor, teacher, stranger, lover. Take this up a 

notch where you’re obscured by a digital shower curtain and 

you can let go and indulge because there are no boundaries 

as to what you can do. The world is your cyber oyster. 

We’re in the digital dark ages where there are no set 

rules. Who cares to hear about the “netiquette”? There’s 

the grand chaos that is there for you to explore and 

dissolve into because you can “Xerox” your profiles over 

and over. You can create and duplicate new ones (26)(27). 

The negative side of that is that you can’t really get away 

from the all-seeing-eye, but that’s a different story. 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 you’re not 

in control 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000 
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Fig.12 

 

 

 

 On the 7th floor I immediately got glued to the 

window. Just the usual night view of traffic. I was looking 

at it like I’ve never seen it before. It was a “Hello from 

DC, Goodbye from the Old World” postcard. It was “simply 

beautiful waterfalls and ashes” of moments in a campy loop. 

Lit-up houses, darker on the other side, weird gradient of 

the sky, planes moving and transmission towers pulsating, 
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everything in unison - a slithering, stretched out merry-

go-round. Worst time to be there but best to observe; and 

nobody can tell I’m looking. I don’t even mean in a 

voyeuristic sense. This was more of a “I have power over 

you because I’m standing here, tall and unreachable and all 

this chaos is tame and all mine, framed in front of my 

distorted parallax real.” (28) 

 At that specific moment I was fixated on the scenery, 

my eyes were hungry for the familiar. But I realized it 

wasn’t an aesthetic experience of the night cityscape, it 

was an aesthetic experience of temporary madness. 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000 

 As opposed to Lynn Hershman’s Lorna (29), the accurate 

depiction and a symbol of what modern society has become, 

Goatface on the other hand, is a fish in the water within 

that cyber space, while my artist physical body is confused 

and disoriented, partly from dreams, as it always been. 

Lately moreover from realizing that I’m “Waking to a dream, 

Waking from a Dream” (30)  

 Goatface changes the channels for you (31). You, the 

viewer, you’re not really watching a film, you are watching 

Goatface flip the channels for you. Perhaps some indication 
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that we have no more control over what information we can 

choose and when we can choose to tune it out. In this 

world, you are in the endless loop of big screen moving 

images. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13 

 

 

 

I think we may have reached the Ray Bradbury Domain 
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 Fig. 14 
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Fig. 15 
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ZERO 
                
 
 
“… and there he was instructed about a great king who ruled for more than 40 years 

while holding a cup of wine in hand from which to drink. The sage inferred from what he 

was told that “the world is a dream and futile […] and it has nothing 

advantageous.”(32) 

 
C++ 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0 

#include000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000 

Int main ( 

)0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

{ std:cout << “Hello, 

world!000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

“ 

;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000 

   Return 0 

;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

]0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000   
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 Cant’t face reality, couldn’t face reality, wouldn’t 

face reality (33). Always came out with different 

scenarios, got laughed at, and laughed with them. How else 

to deal with them, and I, and I and them? Disliked pink. 

Until 2018. Something clicked and a whole lot of comfort 

but discomfort came.  

 

The zeros. 

 

The mantra of nothing, of nowhere, of being so full of 

empty and so empty while being full. Sometimes just the 

empty. It’s too abstract and not that complicated. Just 

think of the time you were so hungry, you couldn’t eat 

anything. 

I vaguely remember how it started. I don’t care to 

delve into the reasoning behind it. It was just my 

obsession and an illusion of nullifying the world and 

constantly troubled mind plagued by aforementioned 

disorientation of dreaming it was like a cold shower of 

nothing after too much. With the zeros came the pink. The 

“ironic pink,” as one of my professors mentioned. It was 

rejecting the traditional pink as we know it. It wasn’t 

cute or feminine, it wasn’t love and flowers or plastic 
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pink toys. It was the Pepto Bismol kind of pink, paired 

with the black paint that went back to refer to the 

primordial chaos. It was the torn flesh, the visceral space 

of not an individual but a whole universe of strange 

gravitation, lost and deleted accounts, emails delivered 

and not, abandoned websites and strange contraptions. Those 

nudie pics never disappear once someone posts them. This is 

the history that cannot be deleted or rewritten, it’s all 

chaotically catalogued in that strange pink space. 

 Pink because I was also heavily influenced by Philip 

Guston. He too had a strange world of objects and human- 

like reference interacting with each other in a nightmarish 

pink environment. Some of the work looked like raw meat and 

that was what made it so interesting, how context can 

change anything, but in this case, it wasn’t even context. 

It was the color. Pink by itself will still have the same 

pleasant effect, it’s proven to be soothing but stare too 

much at it and it becomes a lovesick madness. Add black to 

it and it becomes aggressive, uneasy and highly dynamic.  

 It was all pink and black zeros, for about a year 

before I abandoned it for a while as I was doing more video 

and performance work. I came back to it just recently in 

the last year. I started painting again, as everything else 
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went into the digital realm. My own way of pulling the 

digital into the physical. While Goatface fully digitizes 

themselves through my artist body, the zeros are 

“Analoguing” digital space into physical material. They’re 

not paintings. They are fragments and cut out pieces of 

that realm. The pink became a warmer salmon pink. 

 

 

 

  

 

Fig.16 
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 The zeros are the human condition. The unfulfilled 

void of instant gratification, a chase for something bigger 

better but a chase after one’s own tail. The “human-became 

PAC-MAN,” always hungry and unfulfilled. Self-medicate. The 

digitization of the human mind and soon the entire body. 

Ever wonder how one day they will have charging stations 

for people? The monthly updates will have to be a nightmare 

to deal with, and the Subscriptions? It’s enough to want 

make you want to scream “Futuuuuure!! Fuuuuuuutuuuure!!” In 

agony while convulsing on a Chrome <autocorrect> chrome-

coated floor. Chrome as in metal but also, this autocorrect 

was correct to capitalize it.  

 I don’t think there was ever more of a time to want to 

go back to old clunky machines that were there to do their 

job before becoming mind-controlling data-stealing elegant 

monstrosities. 

 

<You could but you couldn’t walk away from the internet allure and when 

you finally want to turn that button off, you won’t be able to. It will 

turn you off.>  
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Fig.17 

 

 

 

Unaware, we’re already turned off, flowing 

uncontrollably in a virtual sleep connected to the 

collective consciousness of the web by some kind of cables 

that are pulling us closer and closer not to be connected 

but to be devoured by the all-seeing spider. 
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While this all seems Goatface’s dystopian fairy tale, 

and it is, there’s not an ounce of misinformation here 

(34). 

 

Last night I had a dream of thick and ancient webs. 
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Fig. 18 
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damage inflicts him and he suffers more. And thus one can comprehend  […] the 

verse “his spirit was agitated” (Genesis 41:8)  

5.“…neuronal sensitization that allows the brain to access a more subtle level of 

consciousness, the realm of the imaginal, a psychic province where, paradoxically 
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eviscerated and the mental acuity grows more vivid in the muting of the empirical 

apparatus” Elliot R. Wolfson, A Dream Interpreted Within a Dream. Onoeiropoiesis 

and the Prism of Imagination 

6. “ A dream is a psychosis with all the absurdities, delusions and illusions of a 
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insanity.” Freud   

7.“Jung commented that the dream is “functional disturbance” insofar as it “can 

manifest all stages of personal disintegration,” and hence, “it is no exaggeration to 

say that the dreamer is normally insane, or that insanity is a dream which has 

replaced normal consciousness. To say that insanity is a dream which has become 

real is no metaphor.” “Platonic theme of divine madness, to which he also refers 

as “Devine delusion.” Madness should not be despised or feared, but accepted, 

since through it, we can been touch with the incomprehensible mystery of life.” 
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8. There is a certain three-letter vile word in my native language, that I won’t 

quote here, but it is very helpful in certain situations. 

9. ”Dream images, like images in the mirror, or false appearances not because 

they are “completely non-existent,”  but “because they appear either not to 

be kind of thing that they are, or to be things that are not. The images of 

dreams are true because they exist, but they exist as false; they are not what 

they appear to be and thus appear not to be what they are. It is well-nigh 

logically impossible, therefore, to rule out the possibility that what we 

estimate to be wakefulness is naught but a dream, perhaps a dream that one 

is waking from a dream.” Elliot R. Wolfson. A Dream interpreted Within a 

dream, Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of Imagination 

10.  “And thus, one should not believe in this world at all, because it is undeniably 

a dream, as it says, ‘Like one who is hungry and dreams he is eating, but 

wakes up to find himself empty upon waking’ (Isaiah 29:8).” 

11. “The holographic meatloaf” is a reference to Spongebob, the cartoon, where 

one of the antagonists - an evil plankton – Plankton, with an incessant desire 

to rule the world, eats a holographic meatloaf for dinner made by his 

computer wife Karen. 

12. “It is well known that most of our dreams are extremely short. Nevertheless, 

the dreamed drama can occupy several hours, several days. It is impossible 

to make this drama that is spread through the whole day go inside with the 

rapid flow of the consciousness that dreams it.” Sartre“ 
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13. The dream, in short, is the virtual reality that instantiates the reality of the 

virtual.” Elliot R. Wolfson. A Dream interpreted Within a dream, 

Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of Imagination 

14. “That one may utter the proposition “I am dreaming” in the context of the 

dream points to the difficulty of distinguishing “true” and “false” with 

respect to a dream” Immediately I draw parallel with the Boolean true or 

false - a logical data in computer science. 

15. “My face cannot be seen” (Exodus 33:23) “you shall see those behind Me 

but those in front of Me shall not be seen.” Maimonides zeroes in the 

expression “those in front of Me shall not be seen, “and concludes that it 

“indicates that there are like-wise great created beings whom man cannot 

apprehend as they really are. These are the separate intellects.” Elliot R. 

Wolfson. A Dream interpreted Within a dream, Onoeiropoiesis and The 

Prism of Imagination 

16. As Socrates rightly infers, if we cannot confidently decide whether we are 

asleep or awake, this leaves “plenty of room for doubt” Elliot R. Wolfson. A 

Dream interpreted Within a dream, Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of 

Imagination 

17. Former Eastern Bloc 

18. Koza - a female Goat; Dereza- Box-thorns plant 

19. In his recently published The Secret History of Dreaming, Robert Moss 

coins the expression “dream archeologist” to designate: 
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“The kind of investigator who is able to read all the clues from a scene 

In another time, enter that scene, and then bring back new discoveries  

that will stand up to cross-examination. While archaeology is often 

understood to be the science of unearthing and studying antiquities, 

the root meaning of the word takes us deeper: it is the study of the arche,  

the first and the primal, chief and essential, things.” Robert Moss, The Secret 

History of Dreaming, Elliot R. Wolfson. A Dream interpreted Within a dream, 

Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of Imagination 

20. “…intervening reconciliation (Nietzsche) of the dual impulses of order and 

chaos, which are linked respectively to the dreaming of Apollo and the 

intoxication of Dionysius.” Elliot R. Wolfson. A Dream interpreted Within a 

dream, Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of Imagination 

“…we escape the binary of being and nothingness, “because dualism has been pushed so 

far that the opposites, no longer in competition, are at rest the one against the other, 

coextensive with one another.” Sartre 

“Desolateness of a nothing that is neither good nor evil because both good and evil, 

neither loving nor vengeful because both loving and vengeful, neither caring nor 

indifferent because both caring and indifferent.” Elliot R. Wolfson, A Dream Interpreted 

Within a Dream. Onoeiropoiesis and the Prism of Imagination 

21. “The revelation that comes from a dream is a double that precedes and shackles 

reality. Dream fixes reality as it ought to take place […] This is the power of the 

dream: to twist reality after itself.” Roger Cailois 
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22. “…the “ultimate meaning of the dream” linked to the “movement of the 

imagination” whereby the self is derealized as a presence to the very world 

penetrated by the presence of that self. “ 

23. “I created various personalities within myself. I create them constantly. Every 

dream, as soon as it is dreamed, is immediately embodied by another person who 

dreams it instead of me. In order to create, I destroyed myself; I have externalized 

so much of mu inner life that even inside I now exist only externally”…”To act is 

to exile oneself”  Fernando Pessoa 

24. “Have we been breeding body-less sex in an Anti-Body ecosystem for co 

evolution cultured in the digital pool? Marcel Duchamp investigated the essentials 

of art production, including selfhood and the uncontrolled idiosyncratic inner 

impulses. The sine qua non of art, according to Marcel Duchamp, is not some 

essence or quality residing in the final work, but rather in an infinitely subtle 

shifting of the intent of the artist. In works of Duchamp such as Rrose Selavy, the 

intent and body of the artist are the sine qua non of artistic practice. Rrose was an 

entity through which Duchamp could escape fixed identity, becoming an “other” 

in the process. Otherness refers in this case to something defined by what it is not 

“ Lynn Hershman Leeson, Romancing the Anti-Body: Lust and Longing in 

(Cyber)space, 1994 

25. “Identity is the first thing you create when you log onto a computer service. By 

defining yourself in some way, whether it is through your name, a personal 

profile, an icon or mask, you also define your audience, space and territory. In the 
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architecture of networks, geography shifts as readily as time. Communities are 

defined by software and hardware access. Anatomy can be readily reconstituted.” 

Lynn Hershman Leeson, Romancing the Anti-Body: Lust and Longing in 

(Cyber)space, 1994 

26. “Plugging into cyberspace requires the creation of a personal mask, which 

becomes a signature, at some point, and a means of recognition. Masks 

camouflage the body and in doing so deliberate and give bodies to virtual selves. 

As personal truth is released, the fragile and tenuous face of vulnerability is 

protected. [ ]…Can be anything you can imagine, constantly instantly, with very 

few problems or problems. So I created alternate identity to become guides with 

which to navigate the process of body less inter-netting, a disembodied body 

language.” Lynn Hershman Leeson, Romancing the Anti-Body: Lust and Longing 

in (Cyber)space, 1994 

27. “One of the more diabolical elements of entering “Virtual Reality” is that people 

can only recognize each other when they are electronically disguised. Truth is 

precisely based on the inauthentic. Masks become part of the grammar. It is the 

syntax of the culture of computer -mediated identity which, by the way, can 

include simultaneous multiple identities, or identities that abridge and this look a 

gender and age.” Lynn Hershman Leeson, Romancing the Anti-Body: Lust and 

Longing in (Cyber)space, 1994 

28. “Parallax Real - revision of the Lacanian idea of the Real proffered by Slavoj 

Zizek, the invisible does not signify a transcendence reality, but the principle of 
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falsification of any such reality: The disavowed X on account of which our vision 

of reality is anamorphically distorted; it is simultaneously the Thing to which 

direct access is not possible and the obstacle which prevents this direct access, the 

Thing which eludes our grasp and the distorting screen which makes us miss the 

Thing….what this means, ultimately, is that the status of the Real is purely 

parallactic and, as such, non-substantial: it has no substantial density in itself, it is 

just a gap between two points of perspective, perceptible only in the shift from the 

one to the other.” Elliot R. Wolfson. A Dream interpreted Within a dream, 

Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of Imagination 

29. “Lorna was a middle-aged, agoraphobic fearful of leaving her tiny apartment. The 

premise was that the more she stayed home and watched television, the more 

fearful she became - primarily because she was absorbing the frightening 

messages of advertising and news broadcasts. Because she never left home, the 

objects in her room took on magnificent proportion” Lynn Hershman Leeson, The 

Fantasy Beyond Control, 1990 

30. “Everything in the dream seems real and also feels real, and that's with respect to 

both sensorial and emotional detail, there is no basis to discriminate the imaginary 

and the actual.“ Elliot R. Wolfson. A Dream interpreted Within a dream, 

Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of Imagination 

31.  “Many images on the screen are of the remote control device Lorna uses to 

change channels”  Lynn Hershman Leeson, The Fantasy Beyond Control, 1990 
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32. “A story de León recounts […] of one of the ancient Indian sages […] who came 

before some wise men to inquire into the natue of the world;” Elliot R. Wolfson. 

A Dream interpreted Within a dream, Onoeiropoiesis and The Prism of 

Imagination 

33. “Is not a dream essentially, one might say, an act of homage to the missed reality 

– the reality that can no longer produce itself except by repeating itself endlessly, 

in some never attained awakening? What encounter can there be henceforth with 

that forever inert being – even now being devoured by the flames – if not the 

encounter that occurs precisely at the moment when, by accident, as if by chance, 

the flames come to meet him? Lacan 

34. “…there is no access to truth but through the guise of untruth. No way to reveal 

reality that is not concomitantly its concealement.” Maimonides, Elliot R. 

Wolfson, A Dream Interpreted Within a Dream, Oneiropoiesis and the Prism of 

Imagination 
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